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The political circus has ended, the campaign tent i s now folded . Americans 
appear to have elected Donald Trump as their new President. President Trump will 
lead an economy with deep problems and mixed prospects. The narrow victory for 
President Trump reveals a divided nation.  

Many American workers feel that their ‘best days’ are actually in the past rather than 
future. Low wages, the loss of full-time skilled jobs with only brief and rare part-time 
work opportunities available, expensive education and health care costs for families – 
these challenges have faded the American dream. 

For many Americans, the pride of being “Born in the USA” has become “Forlorn in the 
USA”.  

While the US has etched out a modest economic recovery since the depth of the GFC 
in 2008, there have been more twists and turns on the journey than Route 66.   Event 
risks such as the US credit rating downgrade, Federal Government shutdowns with a 
polarised Congress, as well as the sharp “fiscal cliff” budget tightening, and strong US 
dollar over recent years, have all restrained US economic growth.  

Hence the new President faces considerable hurdles over the next four years to 
overcome. The political landscape has its own rocky terrain that needs to be 
negotiated. 

Has polarised US politics come to an end? Can Presi dent Trump 
work with a  Republican Congress ?  

Republicans have retained control of both the Senate and the House of 
Representatives. This Republican-majority Congress has generated acrimony and 
gridlock over the past six years with the current Democrat President Obama.  

With President Trump, there now seems more scope for compromise between 
Congress and the White House.    
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‘”In America,  
anyone can become 
president. 
That’s the problem.”  
- George Carlin 
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Can President Trump’s economic policies raise the U S’s growth prospects? 

The current “State of the Union” shows US economic growth has averaged 1.7% in 2016. This is well below the 3% average growth 
pace prior to the GFC. The US’s corporate sector appears reluctant to invest even with low interest rates. This may be due to better 
opportunities elsewhere as well as the political risk in Washington DC. For all the advanced labour skills and technology available, 
US productivity has been also been disappointingly flat over recent years.  

America’s unemployment has now fallen to 4.9% which is similar to pre-GFC experience (chart blue line ). Yet this masks the scale 
of under-employment with part-time workers wanting more hours. The US underemployment rate is now 9.7% (chart red line ) but 
is 1% above its average in the decade prior to 2007. So the US labour market has yet to completely heal the wounds inflicted by 
the GFC.    

 

Source:  Federal Reserve Bank of St Louis 

 

US household disposable income has also barely increased over the past 16 years. There are also the secular challenges of an 
aging population and high debt burdens.  So the average American is questioning whether the country is an economic superpower 
for only the privileged few rather than the majority.  

President Trump’s platform is a remarkable combination of the traditional Republican ‘lower taxes and smaller government’ pledges 
combined with more confrontational commentary on globalisation and immigration. 

Large income and corporate tax cuts feature prominently in President Trump’s plan.  

President Trump has made numerous bold spending promises based on the financial sector and private enterprises funding. 
President Trump has pledged a US $1 trillion rebuilding program for infrastructure based on “private investment funding”. This is 
certainly ambitious, but Mr Trump is convinced that US economic growth can accelerate from the current 2% pace to “go higher 
than 4%” or even “go to 5% or 6%”.  
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The most concerning element of Trump’s rhetoric is his antagonism towards international trade and immigration. Trump has 
condemned globalisation as “moving our jobs, our wealth and our factories to Mexico and overseas.” There is a confronting 
protectionist element to these pronouncements. The US under this new President may be considering raising import tariffs and 
preferential treatment for US companies to preserve domestic jobs. Given that some Congressional Republicans favour global 
trade and an open US economy, President Trump is likely to find some considerable opposition to his policies within his own party.  

 

What is the potential market impact of a Trump pres idency? 

A Trump win has resulted in dramatic financial market turbulence in the short term, given the candidate’s controversial 
announcements on international trade. At the time of writing, Mexico’s exchange rate has already fallen by -10% against the US 
Dollar given the prospect of a renegotiation of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). 

President Trump’s medium-term impact on Wall Street is a strange mix of positives (lower corporate taxes) and negatives (higher 
US dollar, higher US interest rates) that could prove either favourable or painful for Wall Street. However the immediate response 
has been negative (S&P 500 futures down by -5%) given the unexpected victory compared to market and poll predictions.  

The assertive Trump budget stimulus program (lower taxes, larger infrastructure spend) should  place upward pressure on US 
Government bond yields by raising concerns over the US budget deficit. However given the initial negative impact on the US  share 
market, US bond yields have rallied as a defensive response.  

As with all event shocks, it will take some time for investment markets to work through the impacts on the economy and corporate 
earnings. We saw as recently as June this year the market reacts quickly, falling sharply following the surprise Brexit outcome. 
Then within a few weeks most of these losses were recovered. While we can’t be certain what the future holds, knee-jerk reactions 
to events can be costly to wealth accumulation. 
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Important information 

This communication, provided by MLC Investments Limited (ABN 30 002 641 661, AFSL 230705) (‘MLC’) 105–153 
Miller Street, North Sydney 2060. MLC is a member of the group of companies comprised National Australia Bank 
Limited (ABN 12 004 044 937, AFSL 230686), its related companies, associated entities and any officer, employee, 
agent, adviser or contractor therefore (‘NAB Group’). Any references to “we” include members of the NAB Group. 
 
The information in this communication is indicative and prepared for information purposes only and does not purport 
to contain all matters relevant to any particular investment or financial instrument. The information in this 
communication may constitute general advice. It has been prepared without taking account of an investor’s objectives, 
financial situation or needs and because of that an investor should, before acting on the advice, consider the 
appropriateness of the advice having regard to their personal objectives, financial situation and needs. The opinions 
expressed in this communication constitute our judgement at the time of issue. We believe that the information 
contained in this communication is correct and that any estimates, opinions, conclusions or recommendations are 
reasonably held or made at the time of compilation. No warranty is made as to their accuracy or reliability. The 
information in this communication is subject to change without notice, and we shall not be under any duty to update or 
correct it. All statements as to future matters are not guaranteed to be accurate and any statements as to past 
performance do not represent future performance. We may rely on third parties to provide certain information. We are 
not responsible for its accuracy or liable for any loss arising from person relying on information provided by third 
parties. Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be excluded, we shall not be liable for any errors, 
omissions, defects or misrepresentations in this communication (including by reasons of negligence, negligent 
misstatement or otherwise) or for any loss or damage (whether direct or indirect) suffered by persons who use or rely 
on the communication.  
 
This communication is directed to and prepared for Australian residents only. 
 

An investment with MLC does not represent a deposit or liability of, and is not guaranteed by, the NAB Group. MLC 
may use the services of NAB Group companies where it makes good business sense to do so and will benefit 
customers. Amounts paid for these services are always negotiated on an arm’s length basis.  
.  

  

   

 

MLC Investments Limited ABN 30 002 641 661 AFSL 230705. Part of the 
National Australia Bank Group of Companies. An investment with MLC is not a 
deposit or liability of, and is not guaranteed by, NAB. 

 

 


